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Abstract
Large computer networks are an essential part of modern tech-
nology, and quite often information needs to be broadcast to all the
computers in the network. If all computers work perfectly all the
time, this is simple. Suppose, however, that some of the computers
fail occasionally. What is the fastest way to ensure that with high
probability all working computers get the information?
In this paper, we analyze three algorithms to do so. All algorithms
terminate in logarithmic time, assuming computers fail with proba-
bility 1 − p independently of each other. We prove that the third
algorithm, which runs in time (1 + o(1))( logNlog(1+p)), is asymptotically
optimal.
Keywords. Rumor spreading, Randomized broadcasting, fault tolerant
broadcasting.
1 Introduction and results
Suppose we have a network with N nodes (which stand for computers), each
of them active independently with probability p. Suppose also that one of
these nodes has a message that needs to be conveyed to all active nodes.
Each node can send one message per time unit to any other node. Once an
active node receives the message, it too can send the message to other nodes.
The question we are asking is what method of spreading the message will
minimize the time we have to wait until all active nodes have received the
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message, with high probability (that is, the probability goes to 1 as N tends
to infinity).
First, we analyze the naive algorithm. In this algorithm, each informed
node sends a message at every time unit to a node chosen randomly with
uniform distribution.
Theorem 1.1. For the naive algorithm, with high probability, all active nodes
will receive the message after (1 + o(1))
(
1
log(1+p)
+ 1
p
)
logN time units.
Second, we analyze the cyclic algorithm, which was suggested by Amnon
Barak [2]. This algorithm begins like the naive algorithm, with messages
sent at random, for (1+o(1)) logN
log(1+p)
time units. At this point, we can be sure
that most active nodes have received the message, and each node starts
sending messages to the nodes next to him in cyclic order. More precisely,
if we denote the nodes by {1, ..., N} then node i sends a message to node
i+ 1, i+ 2, . . . etc. modulo N .
Theorem 1.2. For the cyclic algorithm, with high probability, all active
nodes will receive the message after (1+ o(1))( 1
log(1+p)
+ 1
− log(1−p)
) logN time
units.
Third, we introduce the improved cyclic algorithm. This algorithm, like
the cyclic algorithm, also begins with messages sent at random for (1+o(1)) logN
log(1+p)
time units. Then, we divide the network into disjoint segments, each consist-
ing of ℓ =
√
logN consecutive nodes (in the cyclic order). A segment is good
if it has at least ℓp
2
active nodes, at least one of which is informed, and bad
otherwise. Now, each node informs all nodes in its segment. If a segment
is bad, then the nodes in it stop transmitting. If a segment is good, then
all active nodes in the segment (which are now informed) begin to inform
the nodes in the next segments (in the cyclic order) and then the segment
after it and so on. This takes ⌈2/p⌉ time units per segment, and, since bad
segments are rare, we only need to do this for a short time, so this part of
the algorithm takes only o(logN) time units.
Theorem 1.3. For the improved cyclic algorithm, with high probability, all
active nodes will receive the message after (1 + o(1))( logN
log(1+p)
) time units.
Finally, we prove that the improved cyclic algorithm is asymptotically
optimal.
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Theorem 1.4. For any algorithm, with high probability, the number of time
units required for all the active nodes to be informed is at least (1+o(1))( logN
log(1+p)
).
Note that in our model, nodes are active independently with probability
p. Our results can be applied to the case where exactly K random nodes are
active by comparing to the independent model with p chosen to be slightly
less then K/N , so that the number of active nodes will be less then K with
high probability (see Lemma 3.1). If the K active nodes are chosen by an
adversary, the naive algorithm is not affected, but for the cyclic and improved
cyclic algorithms we need to apply a random permutation to the labels of the
vertices and this information needs to be transmitted along with the message.
2 Related Works
The topic of broadcasting information to all nodes of a network has been
extensively studied for many different models. For a survey of the different
models, see Pelc [16]. Gasieniec and Pelc [11] gave an algorithm working in
O(log2 n) (under slightly different assumptions then ours), Diks and Pelc [7]
improved this to O(logn) (see also [8]). Results for some variation on the
model can be found in [4, 6, 3, 15, 5]. In all of these the analysis is up to
a constant, whereas we determine the optimal running time up to 1 + o(1).
For examples of real world systems using such broadcasting algorithms, see
[1, 13].
Frieze and Grimmett [10] studied the running time of the naive algorithm
when there are no faults (p = 1). Their result was further refined by Pittel
[17]. Our Theorem 1.1 generalizes these results to all 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Doerr,
Huber and Levavi [9] analyzed the naive algorithm in the case of faulty links,
instead of nodes, getting the same running time as in our Thoerem 1.1.
3 Preliminaries
Suppose we have a network with N nodes, with every node connected directly
to the rest of the nodes, but only some of them are active. We assume that
each node is active with some fixed probability 0 < p < 1, independently
from the rest of the nodes. Let n be the number of active nodes.
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Lemma 3.1. With high probability,
pN −N2/3 < n < pN +N2/3 (1)
Proof. n ∼ Bin(N, p), so E[n] = Np and V ar(n) = N · p · (1 − p). By
Chebyshev’s inequality,
P(|n− pN | > N2/3) = P(|n− E[n]| > N2/3) ≤ N · p · (1− p)
N4/3
−→
N→∞
0 .
Our goal is to disseminate a piece of information to all active nodes.
When t = 0, only node 0 is informed (we assume that it is active). At
every time step t ∈ N, each informed node may choose one other node and
send a message to it. If the other node is active, then it becomes informed
and from time t + 1 onwards it may also send messages and inform other
nodes. The nodes do not know apriori which nodes are active, although this
kind of information can be sent from node to node along with the piece of
information, at no additional cost.
Let kt be the number of informed nodes at time t, and Tx to be the first
time when kt ≥ x. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of Tn,
under different algorithms. All the running times we find are logarithmic
in N , so our results are the form Tn = (1 + o(1))C(p) log(N) with high
probability. That is,
P
(
(C(p)− ǫ) log(N) ≤ Tn ≤ (C(p) + ǫ) log(N)
)→ 1
as N →∞, for any fixed ǫ and p.
4 The Naive Algorithm
In the naive algorithm each node sends the message to an independent, uni-
formly random node.
Fix some 0 < ǫ < 1
2
. In order to analyze the running time of the algorithm,
we shall divide it into three stages:
• Stage 1: From t = 0 where only one node is informed, until ǫpN nodes
are informed, i.e. from time 0 to TǫpN .
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• Stage 2: From time TǫpN to T(1−ǫ)pN .
• Stage 3: From time T(1−ǫ)pN to Tn.
We now analyze the time it takes for the naive algorithm to conclude each
stage.
Lemma 4.1. For any δ > 0, there exists m1 ∈ N that does not depend on
N , such that
P(kt1+m1 < ǫpN) < δ .
Proof. Define Zt to be a Galton-Watson branching process in which every
node has two children with probability p′ = p(1 − ǫ), and one child with
probability 1 − p′. The expected number of children is 1 + p′. As long as
kt ≤ ǫpN , Zt is dominated by kt since we can couple them together, and
for each node in kt, the probability of informing an active uninformed node
at this point is larger than the probability of each node in Zt having two
children. Therefore, it is enough to show that there exists such a m ∈ N for
Zt, i.e. m such that P(Zt1+m < ǫpN) < δ.
Define Wq =
Zq
(1+p′)q
. It is known from branching process theory (see [14]
and [12] p.14) that Wq is a martingale, and Wq converges almost surely to
some random variable W . Since the offspring distribution has finite support
and the probability for no offsprings is zero, by Kesten-Stigum theorem we
get that E[W ] = 1 and that P(W = 0) = 0. Wq is a martingale, so by Doob’s
optional stopping theorem we get that for any q,
P(W > 2Wq |Wq) ≤ 1
2
.
For ℓ, q ∈ N, define A to be the event Wq < 1(1+p′)ℓ , so P(W ≤ 2(1+p′)ℓ |
A) ≥ 1
2
. Therefore,
1
2
≤ P
(
W ≤ 2
(1 + p′)ℓ
∣∣∣A
)
=
P
(
W ≤ 2
(1+p′)ℓ
∩ A
)
P(A)
≤
P
(
W ≤ 2
(1+p′)ℓ
)
P(A)
,
so
P(A) ≤ 2P
(
W ≤ 2
(1 + p′)ℓ
)
.
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Since P(W = 0) = 0, there exists ℓ ∈ N such that 2P(W ≤ 2
(1+p′)ℓ
) < δ.
Taking q = t1 + ℓ, we get
P
(
Zt1+ℓ < (1 + p
′)t1
)
= P
(
Zq
(1 + p′)q
<
1
(1 + p′)ℓ
)
= P
(
Wq <
1
(1 + p′)ℓ
)
= P(A) ≤ 2P
(
W ≤ 2
(1 + p′)ℓ
)
< δ,
and since (1 + p′)t1 = ǫpN we get P(kt1+ℓ < ǫpN) < δ.
We proved an upper bound of roughly logN
log(1+p)
on the time it takes for
stage 1 to conclude. The following lemma establishes a corresponding lower
bound for any message sending algorithm, which also yields Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 4.2. For any 0 < a ≤ 1 and for any algorithm, the probability that
after logN
log(1+p)
−K steps there are apN informed nodes is at most 1
ap(1+p)K
.
Proof. Let 0 < a < 1. Let us define a new model in which each node knows
which nodes already received a message and which didn’t, but not which
nodes are active. Furthermore, assume that all informed nodes can coor-
dinate their message sending. In this model, clearly the optimal algorithm
would be for each node to send a message to some new node and to make
sure no two nodes send messages to the same node. Hence, the number of
informed nodes in the optimal algorithm under this model, Zt, is a branch-
ing process that has two children with probability p, and one child with
probability 1− p.
Clearly, the new model dominates the old so we can couple Zt and kt
such that Zt ≥ kt for every t. Taking t = logNlog(1+p) −K and using Markov’s
inequality, we get
P(kt0 ≥ apN) ≤ P(Zt0 ≥ apN) ≤
E[Zt0 ]
apN
=
(1 + p)
logN
log(1+p)
−K
apN
=
1
ap(1 + p)K
.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Lemma 4.2, if we take t = logN
log(1+p)
−K(N) where
K(N) is any function which is o(log(N)) and ω(1) we get that with high
probability, the algorithm does not conclude before time t.
Let us now continue with analyzing the stages of the naive algorithm.
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Lemma 4.3. For every δ > 0 and 0 < c1 < c2 < p there exists m ∈ N such
that
P(Tc2N − Tc1N > m) < δ .
Proof. Define Zt to be a branching process that with probability p
′ = p− c2
has two children, and 1 − p′ to have one, so that the expected number of
children is 1 + p′. In order for Zt to be compatible with kt, we start Zt at
time Tc1N and with value ZTc1N = cN . As long as kt < c2N , by coupling,
Zt is dominated by kt, so it is enough to show that there exists m ∈ N such
that P(ZTc1N+m < c2N) < δ.
Defining Wq =
Zq
(1+p′)q
, the conditional expectation E[ZTc1N+ℓ | ZTc1N ] =
c1N · (1 + p′)ℓ will exceed c2N when (1 + p′)ℓ = c2c1 ⇐⇒ ℓ =
log(
c2
c1
)
log(1+p′)
.
By the same argument as in Lemma 4.1, there exists m′ ∈ N such that
P(ZTc1N+ℓ+m′ < c2N) < δ, so taking m = ℓ + m
′ we get the wanted re-
sult.
In particular, we see that for any δ > 0, we can choose m2 such that
P(T(1−ǫ)pN − TǫpN > m2) < δ.
Define t3 =
logN
p(1−ǫ)
.
Lemma 4.4. For δ > 0, there exists m3 such that
P(Tn − T(1−ǫ)pN > t3 +m3) < δ .
Proof. Define Xm to be the number of uninformed nodes after m steps in
stage three. By lemma 3.1 we have X0 < 2ǫpN with high probability.
In the third stage, kt > (1 − ǫ)pN . For a node not informed yet, the
probability of not being informed by a specific node is
(
1− 1
N
)
, so the prob-
ability of not being informed by any of the informed nodes at a certain step
is smaller than (
1− 1
N
)(1−ǫ)pN
≤ e−p(1−ǫ) (2)
and after m steps in stage 3, the probability of any specific node not being
informed is smaller than e−p(1−ǫ)m, so E[Xm] ≤ 2ǫpNe−p(1−ǫ)m. Therefore, us-
ing Markov’s inequality, the probability that there is at least one uninformed
node is bounded by
P(Xm ≥ 1) ≤ E[Xm],
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and E[Xm] < δ will hold when
2ǫpNe−p(1−ǫ)m < δ ⇐⇒ m > logN
p(1− ǫ) +
log(2pǫ
δ
)
p(1− ǫ) .
Taking m3 =
log( 2pǫ
δ
)
p(1−ǫ)
, we get the desired result.
Denote t′3 =
logN
p
.
Lemma 4.5. For δ > 0, there exists m that does not depend on N , such that
P(Tn − T(1−ǫ)pN < t′3 −m) < δ .
Proof. We shall describe a different model which dominates our model and
the lemma holds for it. In the new model, all active nodes send messages,
even the uninformed nodes. If an uninformed node receives a message from
an uninformed node, it becomes informed. Start with Y0 =
ǫ
2
pN uninformed
nodes and let Yk to be the number of uninformed nodes after k steps of this
model. Obviously, we can couple this new model with our original model so
that the number of uninformed nodes in the original model after k steps of
the third stage is at least Yk.
The expectation of Yk is
E[Yk] =
ǫ
2
pN
(
1− 1
N
)pNk
=
ǫ
2
pNe−(1+o(1))pk .
Let us calculate V ar(Yk). Denote by B the set of uninformed nodes at
the onset (so |B| = ǫpN
2
), and Yi,k to be 1 if the i-th node is uninformed after
k steps of the new model, so that Yk =
∑
i∈B
Yi,k.
V ar(Yk) = E[Y
2
k ]− E[Yk]2 =
∑
i∈B
E[Y 2i,k] +
∑
i 6=j
E[Yi,kYj,k]− E[Yk]2.
Observe that P(Yj,k = 1|Yi,k = 1) ≤ P(Yj,k = 1), and therefore
E[Yi,kYj,k] = P((Yi,k = 1) ∩ (Yj,k = 1))
= P(Yi,k = 1) P(Yj,k = 1|Yi,k = 1) ≤ P(Yi,k = 1)2 .
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Now, since E[Yk] =
ǫpN
2
·P(Yi,k = 1), we get
∑
i 6=j
E[Yi,kYj,k] ≤ ( ǫpN2 )2 ·P(Yi,k)2 =
E[Yk]
2, and therefore
V ar(Yk) ≤
∑
i∈B
E[Y 2i,k] = E[Yk] .
By Chebyshev’s inequality we now have
P(Yk = 0) ≤ P(|Yk − E[Yk]| ≥ E[Yk]) ≤ V ar(Yk)
E[Yk]2
≤ 1
E[Yk]
.
Therefore, as long as E[Yk] ≥ 1δ , the probability of finishing is smaller
than δ. Taking k = log(δǫpN/2)
p
yields E[Yk] ≥ 1δ , so taking 0 < m = − log(δǫp/2)p
we get the desired result.
We can now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Observe that Tn = Tn − T(1−ǫ)pN + T(1−ǫ)pN − TǫpN +
TǫpN . By Lemma 4.1 we know that there exists m1 ∈ N such that TǫpN ≤
logN
log(1+p(1−ǫ))
+ m1 with probability larger than 1 − δ. By Lemma 4.3 we
know that there exists m2 ∈ N such that with probability larger than 1− δ,
T(1−ǫ)pN −TǫpN > m2. By Lemma 4.4 we know that there exists m3 ∈ N such
that with probability larger than 1 − δ, Tn − T(1−ǫ)pN < logNp +m3. Taking
N −→∞, and ǫ, δ −→ 0 slowly enough such that m1, m2, m3 = o(logN), we
get that for the naive algorithm, with high probability, all active nodes will
be informed by time (1 + o(1))
(
1
log(1+p)
+ 1
p
)
logN .
By Lemma 4.2, we know there exists some m4 such that is stage 1 is
not done before logN
log(1+p)
− m4, with probability at least 1 − δ. By Lemma
4.5, we know that there exists m5 such that with probability larger than
1 − δ, stage 3 is not done before logN
p
− m5. Again, taking N −→ ∞, and
ǫ, δ −→ 0 slowly enough such that m4 and m5 are o(logN), we get that
the naive algorithm, with high probability, will not be done before time
(1 + o(1))
(
1
log(1+p)
+ 1
p
)
logN .
5 The Cyclic Algorithm
As Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show, the first and second stages of the naive
algorithm are optimal. The cyclic algorithm consists of two phases (not to
be confused with the three stages of analysis).
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The first phase consists of sending messages randomly, as in the naive
algorithm, until some time (1 + o(1)) logN
log(1+p)
which guarantee (by Lemmas
4.1 and 4.3) that (1 − ǫ)pN nodes are informed, with high probability, for
some fixed ǫ > 0. In order for all the informed nodes to know when the first
phase has finished, each nodes includes the time (as measured from the start
of the algorithm) in the information it sends.
In the second phase, nodes are sending messages in a cyclic order: Mark
the nodes {1, . . . , N}. If node i is informed at the beginning of the second
phase, it will send messages to node i+ 1 mod N , then i+ 2 mod N , and
so on.
Denote t5 = − logNlog(1−p(1−ǫ)) . Let T ′n be the number of steps from the start
of the second phase until all nodes are informed.
Lemma 5.1. For δ > 0, there exists m such that P(T ′n > t5 +m) < δ.
Proof. Observe that at the beginning of the second phase, there are, with
hight probability, at least (1− ǫ)pN informed nodes. Since the first phase is
invariant under all permutations, the probability that any specific k nodes
are all uninformed is bounded by(
N−k
(1−ǫ)pN
)
(
N
(1−ǫ)pN
) ≤ (1− (1− ǫ)p)k .
Hence, if we take k = log δ−logN
log(1−p(1−ǫ))
and using union bound, we get that
the probability that there are k consecutive (in the cyclic order) uninformed
nodes is at most δ. In other words, the probability of the second phase not
concluding after k steps is at most δ. Taking m = log δ
log(1−p(1−ǫ))
we get the
desired result.
We can now prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As noted at the beginning of the section, by the end of
the first phase, which takes (1+o(1)) logN
log(1+p)
time steps, with high probability
there are (1 − ǫ)pN informed nodes, for some ǫ > 0. By lemma 5.1, for any
δ > 0, there is some m such that the probability of having uninformed nodes
at time − logN
log(1−p(1−ǫ))
+m is at most δ. Taking N →∞, and ǫ, δ → 0, slowly
enough such that m = o(logN) yields the desired result.
The next theorem show that this algorithm is indeed an improvement
over the naive algorithm.
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Theorem 5.2. For every 0 < p < 1, the cyclic algorithm’s running time is
asymptotically better than the naive algorithm’s running time.
Proof. We need to show that 1
p
> 1
−log(1−p)
for 0 < p < 1, which happens if
and only if p+ log(1− p) < 0. Define
f(p) = p+ log(1− p) .
Then f(0) = 0 and the derivative
f ′(p) = 1− 1
1− p
is negative for any 0 < p < 1, so f(p) < 0 for any 0 < p < 1.
6 The Improved Cyclic Algorithm
As noted earlier, the first phase of the cyclic algorithm is optimal. The im-
proved cyclic algorithm will have the same first phase and a second phase,
described below, which will take only o(log(N)) steps to inform all nodes.
Notice that at the end of the first phase, there are, with high probability, less
then (1− (1−ǫ)p) uninformed nodes and they are invariant under all permu-
tations of the nodes. Consider a model where, each active node is informed
with probability (1− 2ǫ)p, independently. Call this the independent model.
Comparing to the situation at the end of the first phase, in the independent
model there will be more uninformed nodes, with high probability, and they
are also invariant under all permutations. Since our second phase is going to
be monotone, that is, changing a node from uninformed to informed will not
cause the second phase to fail, it is enough to prove that it works with high
probability under the independent model.
Let ℓ(N) =
√
logN (in fact, any function which is o(logN) and ω(1) will
do here). Group the nodes 1, 2, . . . , N into N/ℓ nonoverlapping segments
of ℓ contiguous nodes each. Define a segment to be good if it has at least
ℓ(1− 2ǫ)p/2 informed nodes at the end of the first phase, and bad otherwise.
Let q(N) be the probability that a segment is good.
Lemma 6.1. Under the independent model, q(N)→ 1 as N →∞.
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Proof. Under the independent model, X , the number of informed nodes in a
segment is Binomial with parameters ℓ and p′ = (1− 2ǫ)p). The expectation
is E[X ] = ℓp′ and the variance is V ar(X) = ℓp′(1 − p′). By Chebyshev
inequality we have
P(X <
ℓp′
2
≤ P(|X − ℓp′| > ℓp
′
2
) ≤ ℓp
′(1− p′)
(ℓp′)2
<
1
ℓp′
and this bound tends to 0, since ℓ→∞.
At the beginning of the second phase, each informed node informs the
other nodes in its segment. This takes at most ℓ (which is o(logN)) steps,
after which each node in the segment knows which other nodes are informed
and which are not and specifically, whether the segment is good or bad. If
the segment is bad, then the nodes stop sending messages. If the segment is
good, then all informed nodes begin to inform the node of the next segment
(in the cyclic order), making sure that different nodes informs different nodes
in the next segment. This takes only a constant number of steps, specifically,
at most ℓ/(k/2) ≤ 3
p
steps. After that, they start informing the next segment,
and so on.
Lemma 6.2. With high probability Tn − T(1−ǫ)pN is o(logN).
Proof. The first part of the second phase takes ℓ steps which is o(logN).
After that, the time it takes to finish the second phase is at most 3
p
times
the length of the longest sequence of bad segments. Under the independent
model, the probability that there are k consecutive bad segments at a specific
location is (1 − q)k. Using union bound, the probability of getting such a
sequence anywhere is at most N(1−q)k. Plugging in k = 2 logN
log( 1
1−q
)
we get that
this probability is bounded by 1
N
. By Lemma 6.1, q → 1, so our choice of k
is o(logN).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, the first phase takes (1 +
o(1)) logN
log(1+p)
, with high probability. By Lemma 6.2, the second phase takes
o(logN).
By Theorem 1.4, this is asymptotically optimal.
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